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Short Answer Questions/Answers: C++ Operators – Set 1 

1. The most used operators in C++ are binary operators. 

What are they, explain with some examples. 

Binary operators mean operators that need two operands 

for their action. For e.g. the + operator need operands a 

and b to be written along with operator as a+b. Most 

arithmetic operators, relational or comparison operators, 

logical operators, assignment operators are binary in 

nature. Like a<b is a comparison operator and it clearly 

has two operand. a &&b is a logical operator and it also 

has two operands. Assignment operator a=b is also a 

binary operator. 

2. Make a truth table of !a && !b. 

a b !a !b !a&&!b 
0 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 
       

3. Evaluate value of b int the given program. Explain the 

answer with properly shown steps.  

{ int a=10; int b=4/3 - ++a/10 *2; }  
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Let us do it in steps as follows:   

b = 4/3 - ++a/10 *2; 

b = 1 – ++a/10*2; //4/3 becomes 1 due to integer division 

b= 1 – 11/10*2;//++a becomes 11 due to pre increment 

b=1 – 1*2; //11/10 becomes 1 due to integer division 

b=1 – 2; //Due to simple multiplication of 1 and 2 

b=-1; //Final Answer 

4. Here are few invalid or unwanted logical and 

comparison operator based expression. Explain the 

reasons of invalidity. 

a) sales > 1000 && <2000 

b) x=y && z<5 

c) a/b > 8 && a/b >7 

d) marks >=45 && !marks <60 

e) temperature == HIGH || && pressure>LOW 

 

sales > 1000 && <2000 

This is syntactically wrong as second comparison also 

need an operand. It can be sales>1000 && sales<2000 

 

x=y && z<5 

This may work while compilation but the first portion is 

just an assignment operator and second portion after && 

is a comparison operator. This is an unwanted situation. 

This might be x==y && z<5 
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a/b > 8 && a/b >7 

Here we do an unwanted type of comparison as 

something greater than 8 will definitely be greater than 7 

also. This could just be a/b >8 

 

marks >=45 && !marks <60 

Here by making !marks we are again doing an unwanted 

comparison as the moment we put !sign with marks it will 

become negative which will definitely be less than a 

positive value. This should be marks>=45 && marks<60 

 

temperature == HIGH || && pressure>LOW 

Here we are using two logical operators ||&& one after 

another without operands for each of them.  

5. Explain the purpose of ternary operators with an 

example. 

The ternary operators implement the if-else condition 

construct in just a single expression. They are useful to 

make things easier when the output is to be quickly 

evaluated and written. For e.g. if we write - 

cout<<(temp>40?"High":"Low")<<endl; 

This single line can easily print high and low without 

writing a previous long if and else condition and string 

assignments. 

 

 

 


